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13. Construction of Integral Basis. I

By K5saku OKUTSU
Department of Mathematics, Gakushuin University

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. . A., Jan. 12, 1982)

Let f(x) be a monic irreducible separable polynomial of degree n
in o[x], where o is a principal ideal domain. Let k be the quotient
field of , and # one of the roots of f(x) in an algebraic closure of k of
k. The purpose of this series of papers is to give an explicit formula
for an o-basis of the integral closure of in K=k(#). We begin
with considering the "local case".

1o Throughout this section, let be a discrete valuation ring
with maximal ideal p, k its quotient field, and assume that k is com-
plete under the valuation induced by p. Let be a generator of p.
We denote by a fixed valuation on the algebraic closure of k,
which is an extension of the valuation corresponding to p. Let f(x)
be a monic irreducible separable polynomial in o[x] of degree n, and
one of the roots of f(x) in . For a polynomial h(x)=aoX+ +a
in o[x], we put Ih(x)]=sup=o,..., la]. Then we have the following

Proposition 1. For any positive integer m(n), there exists a

monic polynomial g(x) of degree m in o[x], having the following pro-
perty"

For any polynomial g(x) of degree m in o[x], we have

Ig(#)l [g(#)[

Definition. We will call any monic polynomial g(x) with the
property in the Proposition 1 a divisor polynomial of degree m o #,

or of f(x). We put g=ord, (g(#)), and =[g], where is the
Gauss symbol. , will be called the integrality index o2 degree m of

0, or of f(x). (g(x) is not uniquely determined by 0 and m, but it is

clear that , does not depend on the choice of g(x).)
Theorem 1. We denote by the valuation ring in K= k(O). Let

g(x), be a divisor polynomial and the integrality index of degree
m of 0 (re=l, 2, ..., n-l), and put g0(x)=l, ,0--0. Then we have o
E=o o((gA)) /).

Proof. For any m=0, 1, ..., n--1 we have I(g(O))ll<_l, so

that --o o((g(O))/z)co As oco[0]/z or some positive integer

l, there exists, or any element a of o, some polynomial h(x) in o[x]

such that a=h(O)/z, where the degree d o h(x) is less than n. As
g(x) is monic, we can find d+ 1 elements r0, ..., r of o such that h(x)
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--org(x). As ]h(O)l/ih(x)]]g(O)l, we have ]h()[lrg()[. Then
lh(O)/wi_<l implies I(r/:-O.(g(0)/:Oi<: 1. Put t ord (r/u-O.
Now assume t is negative. As t is an integer, we have tg-1. Then
0gord,(g(0)/u’)<l implies ord((r/u-O.(g(0)/uO)<O in contra-
diction with rg(O)/eo. Thus we have r/u-’eo, and so
(5 rg(O))/u e o. Repeating this argument, we obtain r/- e

n--1or m=0, ..., d-1. Thus a e =0 o(g(0)/). This proves the
theorem.

2. Denote the maximal ideal of with , the residue class
degree and the ramification index of over k with f, e, respectively.
We shall show that f, e can be obtained from the knowledge of ,, ...,
n-1.

Put S {t 0tn-- 1, p- [p] []} or any m with 0m
gn- 1, and {0, 1, ., n- 1} S S US (direct sum), and
assume Z,-[g]Z-[Z] for any pair i, ] with Ogi]gl. Then
we have,

Proposition 2. For any m and t e S, (gt(8)/*)((g(O)/u)-) is
an element of o and {(g,(8)/z*)((g(8)/z)-) mod ] t e S} are linearly
independent over / p.

Proposition . For any ] with lg]l- gt(8) g(O)Z + Z
YmJ i=O tSm t-1 i=j tSm

We omit the proof of these propositions, which will be published
elsewhere. The next theorem ollows them easily.

Theorem 2. ( i ) The number l+ 1 of distinct S’s is equal to e.
(ii) For any i=O, 1, ., e- 1, the number of elements ofS is f
(iii) Z-[Z,]=i/e (i=O, 1, ..., e-l).
Proof. From Propositions 3 follows

for any ] with lg]l. So it ollows rom Proposition 2 that

((. g(O) )- g(O) mod [te

is a base of the vector space/ over o/p. Thus the number of ele-
ments o S should be equal to f. As n= e.f, we have l=e-1. And
as 0g,-[p,](1, e(,- [Z,]) is a natural number, and as
-[] or any pair i], we obtain Z,-[,]=i/e. This proves
the theorem.

On the discriminant of , we obtain the following.
Theorem . Let D(1, O, ...,-) be the discrimiant of [] and

D the discriminant of over k. Then

D=-(E::’,)D(1, , ..., -).
’(-)-E::, D(1, , -)
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In Part II, we will give an explicit construction of the divisor poly-
nomial f(x).
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